Abstract-During the last decade, several Internet of Things (IoT) applications has been developed to facilitate machine-tohuman and machine-to-machine communication with the physical world by integrating both digital and physical entities through the internet. However, multiple important challenges need to be addressed in order to take the full advantage of these applications. One of the most important of these challenges concerns the management of IoT data, practically the data generated in dynamic and volatile environments and then provided in the form of streaming datasets. To enable reliable IoT applications in such scenario, it is crucial to develop methods that are able to automatically resolve any possible data conflict between diverse information sources in the case where the data is coming in a streaming fashion. In this paper, an incremental evidential conflict resolution method (I-ECRM) that is able to overcome this problem is introduced. The efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed method have been tested and evaluated through extensive experiments on synthetic datasets. The obtained results have shown that our method achieves a nice performance over different tradeoffs dimensions.
I. INTRODUCTION
A CTIVE research, industry and standardization efforts in the field of next-generation networking are pushing towards a smart connected world where everyday objects will be dotted with the ability to sense, act and exchange information about their surroundings [1, 2] . Combined with today's Internet infrastructure, these objects can make a huge difference in our way of life. Thus, the number of expected applications is only bounded by imagination with applications on smart grid, smart cities, smart homes, smart health, industrial automation, and connected cars to name a few [3] .
This new trend is commonly referred to as the future Internet architecture or simply the Internet of Things (IoT) [3] . This vision is starting to gain widespread adoption in today's world by building upon advances in a multitude of fields including micro-electromechanical systems, advances in wired and wireless communication technologies, networking, machine learning and big data. Many challenges are however being tackled and/or need to be addressed in order to unleash the full potential of the IoT applications. One of the most fundamental of these challenges is related to the quality of the generated data by the information sources (also known as things). In fact, due to the variety of the reliability level of the information sources, different sources can provide different contradictory information about the same real-world object, and thus a conflict between the sources' provided information may occur. In this situation, the collected information pieces about the same real world object need to be corrected according to their corresponding source reliability level and then fused in order to reduce uncertainty and obtain a more coherent, integrated information.
In general, the value of sources reliability degrees can be either obtained from external sources such as human experts, learned by using training datasets or constructed as a function of general agreement and corroboration between various sources. In this paper, we consider the case when no training dataset is available to assess the quality of the information sources. Thus, it is quite challenging to ascertain the reliability of each information source from the massive amounts of unlabeled data without knowing whether their provided information pieces are correct or wrong. Therefore, one of the main questions exposed in this paper is how to develop an efficient and effective unsupervised method that can both learn the sources reliability degree and determine the credibility degree of each provided information pieces without relying on manual user interaction, master data, or training dataset.
With the great evolution of computers technology, low-cost wireless sensor devices, Web technologies, and their recent multiple applications provide access to new types of data, which were not taken into account by the traditional processing applications. Two particularly interesting features of such data sets include their large volume and high velocity [4] . In several IoT applications, the amount of everyday generated data has grown exponentially during the last few years. This means that it is impossible to store and manipulate all that data since even a large scale algorithms exceed the processing capacity of the current single computing systems. Furthermore, the batch unsupervised data processing methods cannot handle its complex structure and size, fulfill very strict constraints as even simple computational operations are too costly. On the other hand, this could be seen as an opportunity to try to design and develop new methods that are able to deal with this new types of data complexity.
The above-mentioned requirements and challenges are particularly noticeable in emerging online data-intensive IoT applications, on which data are being continuously generated at a high speed and/or large volume in a streaming format [5] . Sensor networks, weather forecast, traffic management, stock price prediction, or social media information analysis are just a few representatives of such applications where multiple data sources, such as sensors, human crowd, as well as web services, working in dynamic environments generate high rate data stream. Compared to static environments, streaming data sets arrive at a great speed and their processing algorithms have to meet tight computational requirements including limited memory usage, short processing time, and an online scan of incoming sets. Thus, the batch unsupervised evidential conflict resolution method cannot be used in such a scenario, as this technique is based on cost-effective iterative updates of the sources reliability degrees and information credibility values, which requires the totality of the data for the processing. Therefore, it is vital to develop efficient and effective techniques for data conflict resolution in the data streams scenario.
In this paper, we tackle this challenging scenario of conflict resolution problem. This scenario concerns the situation where the collected information pieces from the different sources arrive in a streaming fashion, i.e. the sources' provided information pieces are continuously collected by the fusion system in sequential chunks over a long period of time. In the light of this challenge, we propose an I-ECRM. This incremental method is able to resolve any probable conflict among the information sources and it can update the estimated evidential source reliability mass functions simultaneously in the case where the collected information is arriving in a streaming way.
The proposed method is based on the belief functions theory [6, 7] . This mathematical theory has been recently recognized to be one of the most effective tools to encode and manage information imperfection that is abundant in IoT applications [8] . This is due to its remarkable ability to represent and manipulate various types of imperfection (incomplete, imprecise, uncertain, or a combination of them). In particular, the belief function theory has an appealing tool that is able to combine multiple imperfect information pieces, and thus aiming at reducing uncertainty and obtaining more coherent, integrated information.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, we briefly introduce the basic notions of the belief functions theory. After that, we motivate in Section 3 the need for a new incremental method for the evidential conflict resolution problem in the context of data streams. We then formalize the problem in Section 4. In Section 5, we introduce our I-ECRM. Next, we provide in Section 6 preliminary simulation results about the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed incremental method via experimental evaluation over synthetic datasets. Finally, we conclude the paper Section 7.
II. BELIEF FUNCTIONS THEORY
The belief functions theory, also known as Dempster Shafer theory or evidence theory, is considered as one of the most widespread mathematical frameworks for data fusion. It was first introduced by Dempster in the 1960s [6] and later developed and improved by Shafer in the 1970s [7] . Some more recent advances in this theory were introduced later in the Transferable Belief Model (TBM) proposed by Smets [9] . The belief functions theory is also considered as a generalization of probability theory [10] . It provides an attractive, powerful and efficient mathematical framework to encode and aggregate a wide spectrum of imperfect information.
A. Basic notations
In the framework of belief functions, a problem domain is represented by a finite non empty set Θ = {H 1 , H 2 , ..., H N } of N mutually exclusive and exhaustive hypotheses (events) representing the possible solutions of the considered task that we attend to determine its real value H. 2 Θ represents the power set composed of all the possible subsets of Θ. The basic belief assignment (bba), also known as mass function, is a function m mapping from 2 Θ to [0, 1] and verifies the following conditions:
m(A) is the support degree that is assigned exactly to a proposition A and to no smaller subset. The mass functions m assigned to all the subsets of Θ are summed to unity and there is no belief left to the empty set. A mass function assigned exactly to Θ is referred to as the degree of global ignorance, denoted by m(Θ), and a mass function assigned exactly to a smaller subset of Θ except for any singleton proposition or Θ is referred to as the degree of local ignorance. If there is no local or global ignorance, a mass function will reduce to a classical probability function.
Besides the mass function, there are two other important functions to encode pieces of evidence: the belief function Bel and the plausibility function P l [7] . These functions represent differently the same piece of information as the mass function. They are especially used to facilitate the manipulation and reasoning within the framework of belief functions. They are formally defined as follows:
Bel(A) represents all masses assigned exactly to A and its smaller subsets, and P l(A) represents all possible masses that could be assigned to A and its smaller subsets. Note that Bel(A) and P l(A) can be interpreted as the lower and upper bounds of the real probability P (A).
B. Discounting operation
In several real-world situations, the information sources are not considered equally fully reliable. In this case, it is reasonable to discount each unreliable source s by a reliability factor α ∈ [0, 1]. Following the classical discounting method [7] , a new discounted mass function m α is obtained from the initial mass function m provided by the partially reliable source s as follows:
The discounting operation is mostly applied to model a situation where a source s delivers a mass function m, and the reliability of s is quantified by α. If the information source s is totally reliable (i.e. α = 1 ), then m is left unchanged and it is considered as an acceptable piece of evidence. On the other hand, if the source s is completely unreliable, the mass function m is converted into the vacuous mass function (i.e. m α (Θ) = 1 ), and thus this piece of evidence cannot be taken into consideration. In practice, the discounting operation can be used efficiently if one has an accurate estimation of the reliability value of the considered information source.
C. Combination of mass functions
The kernel of belief functions theory is Dempster's rule of combination that was originally adopted as the sole . this rule is the normalized conjunctive operation which aims to aggregate various mass functions from multiple independent information sources defined within the same frame of discernment. Given two mass functions m 1 and m 2 derived from two independent information sources s 1 and s 2 , the combined mass function by Dempster' rule, denoted by m 1⊕2 (A) = m 1 (A) ⊕ m 2 (A), is defined by the following equation:
where the denominator represents the conflict coefficient, reflecting the degree of conflict between the two mass functions m 1 and m 2 .
It is worth noting that this rule is widely used by the belief functions' community. This is due to its interesting mathematical properties. Indeed, Dempster's rule of combination is inherently commutative and associative, meaning that it can be used to aggregate several pieces of information in any order without changing the final results. This fact makes Dempster's rule very attractive from an engineering implementation perspective. In addition to these two properties, Dempster's rule is Non-idempotent i.e. the combination of two similar independent mass functions gives generally another more precise combined mass function. This is due to the fact that aggregating these two independent mass function may increase the total amount of information. Moreover, the vacuous mass function, that support the total ignorance, can be easily proved to be the neutral element for Dempster's rule for any mass function m defined over a frame of discernment Θ. This property is reasonable since the total ignorant evidence should not affect the fusion outcome since it doesn't provide any useful information that can be valuable to make a difference between the components of the power set 2 Θ .
D. Decision making
In addition to the combination operation, one of the main goal of using the belief functions theory is to make preeminent decisions by selecting the hypothesis that best fits the solution of the fusion problem under consideration. Therefore, the ultimate step in this framework is to make a decision about the studied task based on the reasoning results.
In order to make a reasonable decision, it is usually preferable to use a well-defined probability function. Probabilistic transformation is a great tool to map mass functions to probabilities. A classical transformation is the pignistic transformation [9] , defined formally as follows:
where |B| is the number of elements in subset B. BetP transfers uniformly the positive mass of each nonspecific element onto the singletons involved in that element according to the cardinal number of the proposition. Once the pignistic probability BetP is computed, the decision can be made based on selecting the hypothesisĤ j with the largest pignistic probability.
III. DATA STREAM FUSION IN IOT
A streaming datasets can be considered as a set of potentially unlimited, ordered sequence of information pieces that are continuously coming at a fast speed, in such a way that it is impossible to permanently store and keep the entire information in memory or an external data repository [11] . In general, data streams have the following important properties:
• Data streams are sequences of information pieces, ordered by arrival time or another ordered property which can be, for instance, the generation time. This fact makes information pieces in data streams arrive for processing over time instead of being available a priori.
• Since data streams are produced continually and have unlimited or at least unknown length. Thus, their volume is considered as extremely huge.
• The arriving rate of data streams is very high with respect to the processing power of the fusion system.
• The qualitative behavior of the sources providing streaming datasets are susceptibility to change, and hence the quality of the provided information pieces may change over time. Due to the above properties, processing methods that deal with streaming dataset should differ from the batch methods that need to process the whole complete dataset at once. The main dissimilarities include the sequential nature of the arriving information pieces, immense volumes, processing speed constraints, and the fact that the information pieces in the streaming dataset can generally be accessed only one time compared with the batch methods, where multiple access to the complete static dataset is possible. A summary of the differences between batch and stream data processing is presented in Table I . In [13] , the Unsupervised Evidential Conflict Resolution Method (U-ECRM) was developed to resolve the evidential conflict among the diverse sources by simultaneously estimating the evidential source reliability mass functions and determining the correct value of each considered objects. Unfortunately, this method cannot be directly applied to data streams due to the fact that this iterative method was specially designed to deal with static datasets. This fact makes the unsupervised evidential conflict resolution method do multiple passes through the entire dataset in order to resolve the conflict. Thus, this batch evidential method is impractical in the case where the dataset is in the form of a continuous flow of data streams. More importantly, the behavior of the information source can change over time. Thus, this evolving behavior needs to be captured and the evidential source reliability values have to be adjusted according to these changes. Furthermore, the method needs to take into account the problem of resource allocation when dealing with unbounded streaming datasets, which is mainly due to the massive volume and rapid speed of data streams. Accordingly, how to achieve greatest results under different resource constraints becomes a challenging task. The principal goal of this task is to decrease the resource allocation as compared to the batch iterative method and maximize the effectiveness of the method's outputs.
As a consequence, the applications that need to process data streams require a novel method that can do intelligent data processing and real-time analysis of the massive quantity of the generated streaming datasets in reasonable processing time and restricted memory space.
IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Suppose we have a set of N sources S = {s 1 , s 2 , s 3 , ... , s N } where the reliability level of each information source s i is encoded as an evidential source reliability mass function m Θ i defined over the frame of discernment Θ = {T, D, R}. Here T means that the source is trustworthy, D means that the source is defective and R means that the source is Random. Each information source s i provides information pieces in the form of mass functions m Ω,T =t i,j . These pieces of information are continuously delivered in a streaming way i.e. the information pieces arrive in a sequential sets of information
contains a number of the sources' delivered information pieces and o t 1 may not represent the same object. This meaning can be the same as if we consider the same object o 1 but its correct value change over time. For instance, if we suppose that the object o 1 represents the weather prediction of a specific city, the actual value of this object is different and independent from one day to another.
Due to several reasons, the information pieces that are provided by different sources about the same object can be conflicting. As a consequence, the main objective in this paper is to find a robust solution to this problem. This can be done by designing a method that is able to resolve the probable conflict between the information sources by determining the correct value of each object o t j in a specific time t. Moreover, this method should resolve the conflict and determine the correct value of each object with a single scan of the streaming dataset, short processing time, and use a limited memory space. Furthermore, the method should capture any changes in the behavior of the information sources, and thus adjusting the evidential source reliability mass function of each source according to its new state.
To achieve this objective, we adjust, in this paper, our proposed U-ECRM [13] so that the evidential source reliability mass functions and the correct values determination can be learned incrementally. This incremental method can also be used in the case of datasets with a gigantic volume that can only permit one single sequential pass through the whole datasets.
In fact, incremental methods have been used by several researcher to deal with computational problems that need to process streaming datasets [11, 14] . This kind of methods aims at analyzing and processing the newly arriving information pieces sequentially in such a way that the obtained results are as accurate, or approximately as accurate, as a traditional batch method that uses the entire dataset at once. A well-developed incremental method that is able to deal with data streaming scenarios should have the following important practical merits [15] • Use an incremental data access: The method should process chunks of information pieces at a time, rather 828 PROCEEDINGS OF THE FEDCSIS. PRAGUE, 2017 than require the entire set of information pieces at the beginning of the processing.
• Consider a single pass nature: The method needs to handle and to process the newly arrived information pieces at once in the arriving order. This is due to the fact that the incoming information pieces cannot be kept permanently in memory, and thus the method should make only one pass through the available dataset.
• Proceed in real time fashion: the method should treat each information piece that belongs to the streaming datasets in real time fashion i.e. the newly arrived information pieces should be processed in an approximately short time once they are arrived. This processing time should be shorter than or at least equal to the data stream incoming rate, otherwise some important information pieces may be lost without treating and analyzing them.
• Use bounded storage space: since the streaming datasets is considered as an unlimited set of information pieces that are continuously arriving, it is impossible to store the entire streaming datasets in memory. As a consequence, the incremental method that deals with data streams should exploit a limited memory space to store a summary of the predicted model as well as the recently arrived information pieces.
• Be ready to predict at any time: the method should produce the best possible result at any point of time regardless the number of the past information pieces that are used to predict the model's parameters. Particularly, the results obtained from the incremental method should be as accurate as possible compared with the results achieved by the traditional batch methods that use the entire dataset up to a specific time t.
An incremental method with the above-stated capabilities can effectively process and deal with large streaming dataset without the need of re-executing the method from scratch after the arrival of a new set of information pieces. Such incremental methods can be built by scaling up traditional batch methods. This can be achieved by modifying the batch methods and tailored them to fit the data stream setting. In the next section, we introduce our proposed I-ECRM that is designed specifically to handle data streams or a static dataset with a massive volume.
V. THE PROPOSED INCREMENTAL EVIDENTIAL METHOD
The key idea behind the proposed I-ECRM is to determine the correct valueĤ at time t should be updated according to the newly determined correct values without the need to reexecute the method on the complete dataset from scratch every time a new chunk of the streaming dataset is collected by the fusion system. Applying this idea in the U-ECRM [13] , we modify the evidential source reliability mass functions update and the correct value mass functions determination steps to conduct I-ECRM. Figure 1 presents the main concepts and the key idea in the architecture of the proposed I-ECRM. Specifically, a set of information sources continuously generate and provide chunks of streaming datasets to the fusion system. For each new arrived chunk of the streaming datasets at the time-stamp T = t, the incremental method first uses the evidential source reliability mass functions m Θ,T =t−1 i∈{1,2,...,N } learned from the previously processed chunks of information to correct the sources' provided information pieces. After that, the incremental method combines the sources' corrected information pieces by using Dempster's combination rule in order to obtain the correct value mass function m Ω,T =t j of each object o t j . Once done, the evidential source reliability mass functions m Θ,T =t i∈{1,2,...,N } can be updated based on the difference between the computed correct value mass functions m Ω,T =t j∈{1,2,...,M t } and the sources' provided information pieces m Ω,T =t i∈{1,2,...,N },j∈{1,2,...,M t } . The detailed description of the I-ECRM is summarized in Algorithm 1. This algorithm starts with an initialization step where it first uses Murphy aggregation method [16] to combine and fuse the information pieces of the first chunk D T =0 of the streaming dataset. This can be done by computing the pignistic probability BetP
and then selecting the hypothesisĤ T =0 j that has the maximum pignistic probability.
Next, the initial evidential source reliability mass function m Θ,T =0 i of each source can be estimated. To do so, the algorithm begins by evaluating the correctness degree of each of the mass functions that is provided by this source with regard to available information about the correct values. This evaluation step produces a set of evidence correctness mass functions m Ψ,T =0 i,j , which encode how correct and relevant the source's information pieces are. The evidence correctness mass function m Ψ,T =0 i,j is defined over the frame of discernment Ψ i,j = C,C where C encodes the hypothesis that the provided information m Ω,T =0 i,j is correct, whereasC represents the hypothesis that the provided information m (C,C). This function can be defined as follows:
Function f is, in reality, based on the uniform distribution of the correct identification of wrong hypotheses. In fact, one can reason about the wrong hypothesis that was correctly mentioned. Indeed, if source s i supports proposition A i.e. the actual valueĤ l,j belongs to subset A, this can also mean that source s i claims that the complement set of A does not contain the correct value. In other words, the piece of evidence provided by source s i was (in somehow) correct concerning the identification of some wrong hypotheses. Therefore, one can give a proportion of m Ω,T =0 i,j (A) to the mass function supporting the correctness of the provided information i.e. m Ψ,T =0 i,j (C). Whereas the rest of the proportion should be allocated to proposition C,C , where the meaning is that the provided piece of evidence is irrelevant and does not contain any useful information.
After obtaining the evidence correctness mass functions of all objects, the total true positive T P 
T P
After that, the algorithm uses the T P T =0 i and F N T =0 i along with an application-specific user-specified cautious parameter C cautious to estimate the reliability of the source by using equation 12 or equation 13 depending on the difference between T P
At this point, the incremental method is ready to incrementally process the newly arriving streaming chunks. For each newly arrived chunk D T =t of the streaming dataset at time t, the algorithm uses the previously learned evidential source reliability mass functions m Once correcting all the provided information pieces about the actual value of the considered object o j , these corrected mass functions m Ω * ,T =t i∈{1,2,...,N },j can be aggregated by Dempster's combination rule so as to produce the combined correct 830 PROCEEDINGS OF THE FEDCSIS. PRAGUE, 2017
value mass function m Ω * ,T =t j . Immediately after that, the algorithm selects the correct valuesĤ j∈{1,2,...,M t } by choosing the hypothesisĤ T =t j that has the maximum pignistic probability.
After that, the values of the evidential source reliability mass functions can be updated according to the estimated correct valuesĤ . Intuitively, the recent interactions of the sources m Ω,T =t i∈{1,2,...,N },j∈{1,2,...,M t } should play a more important role in the estimation of m Θ,T =t i∈{1,2,...,N } than the historical interaction when T < t. In other words, the key idea of the use of the decay parameter is to scale the past information about the behaviors of the sources by a constant factor λ, i.e. each time a new chunk of the streaming dataset is arrived, the past learned total true positive values T P T =t−1 i∈{1,2,...,N } and the total false negative values F N T =t−1 i∈{1,2,...,N } are scaled down by the factor λ. Qualitatively, this means that the smaller the decay parameter λ is, the less impact from historical interactions in the estimation of the current evidential reliability values and hence it will make the model respond quickly to any behavioral changes. As a result, the newly computed T P T =t i∈{1,2,...,N } and F N T =t i∈{1,2,...,N } can be obtained as follows: . These newly estimated evidential source reliability mass function m Θ,T =t i∈{1,2,...,N } can be further used to resolve the conflict of the newly arriving chunk D T =t+1 at time T = t + 1.
-Case 1: T P
We now show how the I-ECRM can effectively address the computational requirements of processing and dealing with data streams introduced in Section 6.2. First, the I-ECRM makes a single scan (one-pass) through the streaming datasets since it is obvious that the proposed incremental method process the provided information pieces only once. Second, the I-ECRM uses a limited memory space to process the whole data streams because it only exploits a size of memory space equivalent to the size of the evidential source reliability mass functions as well as only one chunk of the provided information pieces at any time t in the stream. Third, the I-ECRM processes the streaming datasets in short time since the algorithm computes and then reports the objects' correct values online, which is in effect much shorter than the computation time of the batch unsupervised evidential conflict resolution method. Finally, the proposed incremental method can capture and handle any changes in the behavior of the sources. This is ensured by the decay parameter which allows the fusion system to gradually forget about the sources' old interactions and mainly focus focus on the current interactions.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we report and analyze the initial experimental results of the proposed I-ECRM on some instances of synthetic datasets. The obtained experimental results demonstrate that our proposed incremental evidential method can achieve a good efficiency-effectiveness trade-off. We first introduce the overall experiment settings in subsection VI-A, and then we present and discuss the experimental results in subsection VI-B. In order to show the benefit of the I-ECRM over the unsupervised conflict resolution method, we use the synthetic dataset generator developed by Waguih et al. [17] to produce some instances of synthetic datasets. This dataset generator was developed in order to generate and simulate a wide range of real-world situations where the behaviors of the information sources can be controlled and configured in terms of a set of parameters such as coverage, reliability level, conflicting information, to name a few.
2) Methods in comparison:
We evaluate the performance of the I-ECRM with regard to the batch unsupervised evidential conflict resolution method (U-ECRM) and the native voting method where the correct value is the one which is supported by the majority of the sources.
3) Evaluation metric: we use the following metrics to evaluate the performance of the proposed methods:
Precision rate: We use the precision rate to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed methods. A highest precision rate implies a better and a more effective method.
CPU time: We use the CPU time to evaluate the time efficiency of the proposed evidential conflict resolution method. A shorter CPU time implies a faster and a more efficient method.
Space usage: We use the memory space occupation of the proposed methods to evaluate the space efficiency. A smaller memory space occupation implies a more space efficient method.
4) Environment:
To ensure the implementation of our method, we have developed our incremental evidential conflict resolution Matlab R2010a. We have further conducted our experiments on PC 8GB RAM, Intel(R) core (TM) i2CPU 2.30GHz, and windows 10 installed.
B. Experimental results
We begin by setting the scale parameters of our considered scenario as follows: we set the number of sources to 60, and the number of possible values for each object to 4. We also select the uniform distribution for the distribution of the distinct values per object. In addition, we configure the source coverage to follow the exponential distributions. Furthermore, we select 80-pessimistic distributions for the ground truth distribution. As for the number of objects, we change this parameter from 1,000 to 10,000 objects with increments of 1000 objects. The key idea behind varying this parameter is to evaluate the effect of changing the number of object in the effectiveness and the efficiency of the proposed conflict resolution methods.
Based on the above setting, we generate 20 synthetic datasets for each experiment of a specific number of sources. In order to reduce the randomness of the dataset generation process, the evaluation metrics of each considered conflict resolution method is computed as the average of these 20 generated datasets included in the dataset of the same number of objects.
To simulate the scenario of streaming dataset, we consider that every time t a chunk containing the information pieces about 50 objects are arriving to the fusion system. In this case, we should process each time 50 objects by the considered conflict resolution methods. We first start by comparing the effectiveness of the I-ECRM with regard to the batch unsupervised evidential conflict resolution method and the trivial voting method. Then, we provide the time and space efficiency analysis of the considered methods.
Effectiveness results: Figure 2 plots the precision of the considered conflict resolution methods on the synthetic dataset. As can be seen in Figure 2 , the precision of the considered methods quickly increase in the beginning when more objects are involved. However, these precision values become on average approximately constant after the number of objects is greater than 1000. Also, it can be observed that the unsupervised evidential conflict resolution method is the most effective method, followed by the I-ECRM. This latter method performs only slightly worse than the former one. In the opposite, the voting method is the less effective method. This is due to the fact that this trivial method does not consider the reliability of the source while determining the correct value of each object.
Time efficiency results: Figure 3 plots the CPU time of the considered conflict resolution methods on the considered synthetic dataset. The results obtained from Figure 3 show that the voting method is the most time efficient, followed by the I-ECRM. When processing 10,000 objects, the voting and incremental methods take around 0.7 seconds and 5.5 seconds respectively. The unsupervised evidential conflict resolution method is the less time efficient as it needs to make several iterations over the entire datasets. Its CPU time increases quickly as more objects are involved, which exceeds 1,000 seconds when processing 6000 objects. Accordingly, the unsupervised evidential conflict resolution method is not appropriate for processing and analyzing streaming datasets or datasets with massive volumes.
It is worth mentioning that when new chunks of information 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000 10000 Number of objects U-ECRM I-ECRM Voting Figure 3 . The evaluation of the processing CPU time efficiency of the considered conflict resolution methods with regard to the number of objects.
pieces arrive over time, the voting and I-ECRM need only to process these new coming chunks. Therefore, Their CPU time relies only on the size of the chunk to be processed. On the other hand, the supervised evidential conflict resolution method needs to process the entire dataset each time a new chunk arrives. Thus, its CPU time depends on the size whole dataset. Figure 4 plots the memory space used by the considered conflict resolution methods to process the synthetic dataset. As can be seen from Figure 4 , the voting method has the lowest memory consumption, as it is a method that processes each time only one object and its corresponding provided information pieces. Thus the voting method is considered as the most space efficient. The second most space efficient method is the I-ECRM. This incremental method cache only the newly arrived chunk of information pieces each time. Moreover, it needs to cache additional information concerning the evidential source reliability mass functions (the model parameters). Finally, the worst space efficient method is the supervised evidential conflict resolution method which is the most space consuming. This is due to the fact that this method needs to cache the complete streaming dataset in memory (the old as well as the newly arrived streaming chunks).
Space efficiency results:

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we addressed the challenging problem of resolving information conflict in the case where the sources' provided information pieces are continuously arriving at the fusion system in the form of streaming datasets. This problem is very important because recent years have witnessed a huge range of online IoT applications that need to process data streams. To deal with this problem, we proposed and developed an incremental evidential conflict resolution method that is able to resolve the evidential conflict among sources by jointly and incrementally estimating the evidential source 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000 10000
Number of objects reliability mass function of each information source and discovering the correct value of each object among the set of all possible values. This incremental method works under the constraints of a single scan of the streaming data, real-time processing fashion, and a limited memory space usage. The proposed method was empirically evaluated by using synthetic datasets in order to verify its efficiency and effectiveness. The obtained results show that the proposed incremental evidential method has a nice efficiency-effectiveness trade-off.
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